Jinfo Subscription
Connect your team with the practical tools, original research and expertise to build and support information strategy in your organisation.

How would your organisation benefit?

- Access to hundreds of original articles, reports and market landscapes with research-based insights not available elsewhere
- Practical, downloadable tools to help you manage your business
- Webinars that provide you with opportunities to learn from the Jinfo management team
- Community sessions that allow you to interact and discuss relevant topics with your industry (and cross-industry) peers
- Time saving original research and practical resources.

Purchase a Jinfo Subscription
A one year Jinfo Subscription is for up to two users and includes:

- **Content**: Access to all articles, reports and webinars.
- **Community**: Join confidential, research-based, facilitated discussion with peers across the industry.

£2400
Purchase now »

+ Additional users
Add extra users now or at any time during the year (pro-rata).

Billing currencies available:

- £ UK Pounds
- $ United States Dollars
- € Euro
- 🅃️ Australian Dollars
- 🇨🇦 Canadian Dollars

We bill in the desired currency using the hourly-updated exchange rate provided by XE.com. Prices valid as of March 2018 and exclude VAT for UK customers.

Learn more and order at:
https://web.jinfo.com/go/sub/

Who is Jinfo for?
Jinfo supports you in the following roles:

- Content purchasing
- Information strategy
- Optimising a team of researchers.

Learn more about roles

Forthcoming in Jinfo
View our publishing schedule in the Forthcoming in Jinfo (PDF)

Any questions?
“Do you have a question about the Jinfo Subscription, or want a walkthrough?”
Ask Claire »

Claire Laybats
Head of Commercial Development
claire.laybats@jinfo.com
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